
CHARACTER ANALYSIS OF HAMLET THESIS STATEMENT

These thesis statements offer a short summary of Hamlet in terms of different elements that could be important in an
essay. You are, of course, free to add your .

Blue for things you might want to use in a character analysis. He hates her one moment and longs to have
intimacy the next. Political Livelihood The state of the nation in Denmark is deteriorating. There are tons of
methods to critical reading , and you may have to try a couple until you find one that fits your style. Polonius's
assertion is ironic because he is right and wrong. His mind was disturbed and he was determined to take
revenge especially when he was convinced of the identity of the murderer. In Hamlet's mind the idea of dying
isn't so bad. Note-taking, on the other hand, gives you more space to explain your thoughts, but always be sure
to jot down what part of the work the notes pertain to. Hamlet has negative traits such as indecisiveness,
hastiness, hate and brutality, yet he has a lot of virtues. The circumstances he has to manage emotionally are
difficult, to say the least. The inner turmoil drove Prince Hamlet to the point of insanity, which perhaps was
the cause of the suicide of Ophelia. Ophelia is usually viewed as a true victim, while Gertrude's role is
interpreted with more flexibility. The existence of the ghost demonstrates how mad Hamlet has become. He
criticized himself for this weakness although he felt that he was being forced to take a decision against his
conscious. Loneliness is also known to drive a person insane. The death of both women also indicates a social
commentary. You are, of course, free to add your own analysis and understanding of the plot or themes to
them for your essay. Themes are central to understanding Hamlet as a play and identifying Shakespeare's
social and political commentary. In both cases, Hamlet feels as if each woman has let him down, respectively.
Shakespeare's work demonstrates Hamlet's dilemma as the role of revenger showing a man of thought forced
to be a man of action. Many questions emerge as the text progresses. William Shakespeare intended for
Hamlet to be a tragic play of a hero: Hamlet In the wake of his father's death, Hamlet can't stop pondering and
considering the meaning of life â€” and its eventual ending. In his grief and diminishing mental state, he
hallucinates a ghost and has conversations with it as a way to justify his revenge plot. Not only did it make a
suspenseful and dramatic play that captures the attention of an audience but it also gives away to what kind of
character William Shakespeare wants to create for his young tragic hero, Prince Hamlet. But it also refers to
the political unrest Denmark is feeling as a nation. Faced with evidence that his uncle murdered his father,
Hamlet becomes obsessed with proving his uncle's guilt before trying to act Before, Hamlet has been appalled
and revolted by the moral corruption of the living. In reality, Ophelia obeyed her father and her monarch.
Hamlet is extremely philosophical and introspective. Attachments, emotions, and sensitivity can drive any
human being insane, as was the case with Hamlet. That Hamlet was an extremely sensitive person is evident
from his reactions at the murder of his father. Although Hamlet is justified to feel disgust towards his mother
and her actions, his pessimistic view of love has dreadful implications, not just for him, but for other
characters as well. From the way the characters talk, we know Hamlet has been wooing Ophelia for some
time. The important part is to read beyond basic enjoyment of the story with the goal of really comprehending
the playâ€¦ plus, this prewriting work will help you remember exactly which points to write about in your
Hamlet essay. The death of a king throws any nation into political turmoil. Hamlet appears to be a coward as
well as depressed. Ophelia has issues surviving without a male influence, and her downfall is when all the men
in her life abandon her. He was horrified at his mother having incestuous relations and ultimately marriage to
his uncle Claudius very soon after his father, King Hamlet was murdered. Conclusion Hamlet is grief-stricken
more than anyone else in the play and is focused almost the entire time on revenge. His virtuous and princely
qualities leave a lasting impression on the mind. It is in this statement where Hamlet proves to the audience
that he is truly suicidal. Based on the letters and the gifts that Hamlet gave to Ophelia it is obvious that he did
love her and had tender affection towards her.


